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Camel GT: 

Holbert's M-onza Breaks The Ice 
So it's finally happened. After a gesta

tion period longer than anybody really 
expected, the All American GT concept, 
as propounded by International Motor 
Sp0rt Assn. czar John Bishop, has come 
of age. An American car, with an Ameri
an driver, winning a maj or American 
road racing championship-that, in and 
of itself has to be the big story of the past 
IMSA Camel GT season. 

In the past the Porsche has been the car 
to have and Al Holbert, being no dummy, 
ran one, -and ran it very well indeed. For 
this year though he switched, as did last 
year's champion, Peter Gregg. Holbert 
moved to a beautifully prepared DeKon 
Monza, and Gregg took over the chore of 
running the big BMW CSL run here two 
years ago by the BMW factory. Neither 
man did badly-Gregg, in his 32-valve 
screamer, finished second in the points 
standings, but Holbert, in his blue and 
gold racer, finished at the top, winning 
his first-ever professional driving cham
pionship. Better than that you can't get. 

But the success of the Monza, which 
Holbert says is a very easy car to drive, 
didn't come easily. Not only did Monza 
pilots like Holbert, Michael Keyser, Jim 
Trueman, Jerry' Jolly and Tom Frank 
have each other to keep ahead of, they 
also had Gregg's BMW and a fleet of very 
competitive (but supposedly obsolete) 
Porsche Carrera RSRs to cope with. The 
CSL, under the steady hand of Gregg, was 

ders. Its lead stayed intact and the Bim
mer won, followed by the Porsche Carrera 
of Al Holbert and Claude Ballot-Lena and 
the similar car of Hurley Haywood and 
Jim Busby. One more reason the Daytona 
24-Hours was memorable: it marked the 
debut of the radical Charlie Kemp Mus
tang II, which first was ruled patently 
illegal, then allowed to run in the offbeat 
LeMans GTX class. 

Next up was the classic Sebring 12-
Hour race, run March 20, and it was WO~"1 
by Al Holbert, this time teaming with 
Michael Keyser in the Holbert Racing 
Carrera. The Mike Brockman/ John 
Greenwood Ultravette qualified fastest, 
and indeed set the fastest lap, but wound 
up comp~eting j~st 36 laps before its 
clutch went away. John Gunn and Carson 
Baird captured second in another RSR 
and third place fell to Roberto Quintanilla 
and Jose Gonzales in still another "obso
lete" Porsche. 

The Road Atlanta race April 11 found Al 
Holbert ensconsed in his gleaming new 
Monza, not listening at all (well, hardly at 
all) to various complaints by other 
competitors about the Monza's poor 
finishing record to date. He was about to 
change all that. Gregg took heat one with 
his CSL, with the new Monza of Michael 
Keyser right behind, but Holbert took the 
second heat, followed by the Greenwood 
Corvette. Because his heat was faster 
than Gregg's, Holbert had the pole posi-

1976 was the year of the Monzas; Michael Keyser (1) and Holbert both ran successfully. 

fast and reliable-but not quite fast or 
reliable enough. The Carreras? They 
proved to be not quite as obsolete as some 
Porsche spokemen would have had the 
motoring press and sanctioning person
nel believe, while on the other side of the 
scale the Group 4 Porsche Turbo, the 
potential of which was so feared by IMSA 
officials early in the season, proved to be 
not as competitive as they had expected
and was approved for Camel GT competi
tion in mid-season. It did just middling 
well. 

In the end then it was Holbert in his 
Monza a~ the top of the Camel GT pile, 
with former Camel GT multi-champ 
Gregg second in the points standings, 
followed by Jim Busby, Michael Keyser, 
George Dyer, John Gunn and Brad Fris
selle in a tie, Hurley Haywood, Phil 
Currin and Bob Hagestad. Brad Frisselle, 
meanwhile, ran away with GTU honors 
by virtue of having thoroughly drubbed 
most other GTU competitors. 

The season started January 31 at Day to
Ina Beach with the annual running of the 
@4-Hours of Daytona. The race was won 
f;>y the team of Peter Gregg and Brian 
a.edman in the BMW, but the race itself 
slas, and will remain, mired in controver
Cr. After finding water in the fuel of a 
mumber of major competitors, John Bish
b'P red-flagged the race -as it approached 
dIe 20th hour of raCing and instructed that 

,nce freflh fuel was found and brought to 
nhe track, the event would be restarted 
;?Ising the order as it had stood at the 18th 
th0ur. This did a number of things, includ-
ing restore a huge lead to the BMW, which 
by this time was running on five cylin-

tion in the final, with Gregg alongside 
him. At the drop of the flag Holbert put his 
foot down and simply was gone for a wire
to-wire win, with Keyser and Gregg 
coming along behind. 

A long grind across the continent found 
the IMSA gang st the scenic Laguna Seca 
circuit, perched on a hilltop above Mon
terey, Calif. for a May 3 race. Now. 
Laguna Seca is a twisty-turny little track 
seemingly suited perfectly for the 
Porsches-but never mind that, Michael 
Keyser took the first heat in his Monza, 
ahead of Gregg and the Camero funny car 
of Carl Shafer, while Holbert took heat 
two ahead of Porsche-mounted John 
Gunn and Jim Busby. The final found 
Keyser on the pole, Holbert next to him, 
Peter Gregg right behind, and the stage 
set ,for the famous Keyser/Gregg on
track push-and-shove session, which saw 
first a side-by-side metal to metal, then 
one guy spinning the other, and finally 
the spinee turning the tables on the 
spinner. There were places at stake to be 
sure, but while Keyser and Gregg ~ere 
playing at tapping each others' bumpers, 
Holbert was motoring off into the dis
tance to take the win, leaving Peter 
Perfect to finish second and Keyser third. 

The bumping continued at the next 
event on the schedule, the Ontario Motor 
Speedway Camel GT race May 9, but this 
time with Peter Gregg getting shunted off 
the racing surface and out of contention. 
Things started out well for Gregg and his 
BMW, as he won his heat. Michael Keyser 
won the second heat, and when the flag 
fell on the final Keyser stuffed his foot in 
it and drove right off from the rest of the 

The man in the limelight: AI Holbert waits for the start of a race. 

field-only to have his racer's trans
mission fail. Gregg, running second, took 
the lead, and Jim Busby-turned his th~d 
place into second position. Eight laps 
from the end Busby put a move on Gregg 
at the end of the straight, spun into 
Gregg's car, and recovered before Gregg 
COUld, taking the win ahead of Greg and 
third man George Dyer, Porsche
mounted. 

That third-place finish must have 
breathed new life into Dyer, for he turned 
it into a w~ at the next race meeting, held 
at Lime Rock, Conn., May 31. The Monza 
of Keyser and the BMW of Gregg took 
their respective heats, but Dyer showed 
all the way home in the final. Second and 
third positions were captured by Keyser 
and Busby, respectively. 

The June 6, Mid-Ohio edition of the 
Camel GT came next, and the Monzas 
were on top form, with Keyser winning 
one heat and Holbert taking the other. 
When the 42-lap main event was done, it 
was the immaculate white, red and blue 
Monza of Keyser that was wheeled into 
the winner's circle. Holbert had finished 
second, and Jim Busby, emerging as the 
Porsche driver to beat, took third. 

Then came the real test for the Monzas, 
the 250-mile Paul Revere 250, held at 
Daytona July 4. Going in the Monzas had 
never, ever, held together for a race of that 
distance and there was a bit of a question 
about whether or not any of them could 
this time. The answer was, at least one of 
them could. It was the blue and gold car of 
Holbert, which won from the pole posi
tion ahead of Dyer, who finished second, 
and Gregg, who came home third. 

On the west coast again for the Sears 
Point bash July 26, Jim Busby returned 
some of the luster to the tarnished 
Porsche crown by winning convincingly. 
Busby started his day by taking his heat, -
after Gregg won heat one, and capped it 
with a solid drive to take the win ahead of 
Dyer and Gregg. Holbert brought his 
Monza home fourth and Keyser finished 
eighth, hampered by an engine that ran 
strongly for awhile, and then went off. 

At Talladega for the 'Barna 200 Aug. 7 
Holbert set the fastest qualifying time, 
just the way each racer wants to start his 
race weekends, but then it all went wrong. 
Doctors discovered that Al had a broken 
rib, and then a crewman sent out to bed in 
some brakes got the Monza into the 
marbles and parked it emphatically 
against the wall. The damage was semi
repaired, but Holbert finished a disap
pointing fourth behind winner Gregg, 
Corvette-wielder Phil Currin, and the 
Camaro of Bob Christianson. 

Pocono International Raceway Aug. 15 
was the next venue, and again it was a 
Monza show. Keyser won the first heat, 
and Holbert took the second. But there 
was more to it than just that, and the 
reason was rain, whole bucketsfull of it. 
The result? For starters, Brad Frisselle in 

a GTU car led nearly a quarter of the race, 
and Elliott Forbes-Robinson in a similar 
Bob Sharp car ran right with him. Then 
the rain ceased, and Peter Gregg in the big 
BMW took over the lead, which he held 
un til he missed the first turn off the oval, 
onto the road course. Al Holbert was 
behind him and inherited the lead, which 
he kept until the end. Gregg recovered to 
take second, and Forbes-Robinson was 
third. 

August 29 at Mid-Ohio saw Jim Busby 
vault his Brumos/Mitcom Carrera into a 
win. The team of Gregg/ Hurley Haywood 
pushed Gregg's CSL to second place in 
this 266.4-mile event, and Holbert 
wrapped up third place. 

The return trip to Road Atlanta Sept. 19 
for a 500-kilometer race Sept. 19 saw Al 
Holbert return to the winner's circle, with 
Jim Busby and his trusty Pusher second, 
and Keyser and Jim Trueman in Keyser's 
Monza third-showing the world, once 
and for all, that the Monzas can indeed 
last, and that Keyser's engine problems 
finally were cured. All it took was B 

change of engine builders. 
By the time the IMSA circus made yet 

another swing to the west coast for the 
Oct. 3 Camel GT event at Laguna Seca
which filled the date once set aside for the 
now defunct Formula 5000 series
Holbert was in a position to wrap up his 
first championship. All he had to do was 
finish seventh or better. Never mind that, 
said AI, he'd just as soon race for the win. 
Race he did, and was running second in 
the final , when Gregg, who had gone a 
long time between on-track fender bang
ing episodes, remedied that problem by 
bashing the stern of AI's racer with the 
Bimmer and giving it a flat tire. A slow 
lap and a quick tire change got Holbert 
back in to things, and he finished fifth to 
clinch the title. Busby, meanwhile, 
nipped past Gregg on the last lap to take 
the win from him, and Hurley Haywood 
finished third. 

Which left just the final event of the 
season to be coped with, the Nov. 28finale. 
The field was huge, with no less than 78 
hopefuls showing up to claim a spot on 
the grid. A total of 64 runners eventually 
started behind pole-sitter Al Holbert and 
his front row mate Michael Keyser. It 
looked to be a good day for the Monzas, 
and it was-for awhile. After an incredi
ble dice with Keyser's car, Holbert's racer 
suddenly slowed and coasted to a stop, its 
fuel tank flat empty. Fourth-fastest quali
fier Charlie Kemp was on the scene to 
pick up the pieces though, his funny 
Mustang's brake problems cured by the 
installation of a set of 917 turboPorsche 
binders, and though Keyser copped the 
win, Kemp finished an excellent second 
ahead of Danny Ongais' in a turboCarrera. 

All in all, a fine season, and one that 
speaks of an even better one for next year, 
what with continually growing IMSA 
fields and increased prize money. 
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Hunt Triumphant In Dramatic Fl Yea~ · 
If it was drama you were after, you 

wouldn't have had to look much farther 
than this year's Formula One World 
Driving Championship. 

Britain's James Hunt, 30, who currently 
makes his home in Spain, is of course the 
new World Champion, having unseated 
Austrian Niki Lauda, who held the Cham
pionship last year. But Hunt did not have 
an easy time of it, and neither did Lauda; 

The politics started early. Hunt was 
protested after winning the Grand Prix of 
Spain, and disqualified. Then later his 
win was reinstated, ironically on the 
same day he drove to a win in the French 
GP after both Ferraris broke. The politics 
continued in France, however, where 
John Watson's Penske was disqualified 
because it's rear wing had been set too 
high. Then came the British GP, and a 
combination of politics and national 
pride. There was a first-lap crash, caused 
by Ferrariman Clay Regazzoni, which 
put Hunt's car out of commission. Shortly . 
after the crash, after Hunt had parked his 
stricken racer, the race was halted. 
Officials ruled Hunt could not restart, 
since he had not been running at the time 
the race was halted, but they hadn't 
counted on the normally placid British 
race fan. Hunt is a bit of a national hero, 
you see, and when the fans heard that 
Hunt would not be allowed to restart, they 
went bonkers. The officials changed their 
minds, and Hunt restarted, but that move, 
along with, the fact that Hunt had been 
awarded the Spanish win, put Enzo 
Ferrari in a snit, about which more later. 

The racing accident? That was Niki 
Lauda's, which occurred at the Nurbur
gring, the site of the German GP Aug. 1. 
Lauda was, of course, seriously injured, 
and during his recovery development 
work on the Ferrari all but stopped, 
putting him at a very real disadvantage 
when he finally returned at Monza. 

Lauda's return also marked the return 
of racing politics. This time it involved 
the octane rating of the fuels being used 
by the Penske and McLaren teams, the 
cars of which were forced to start from the 
back of the Monza grid. Then the Ameri
can swing for the Canadian and U.S. 
Grands Prix, with Hunt trailing Lauda by 
a scant few points, and then Japan, where 
Lauda dropped out in the early going, his 
injured eye giving him visibility prob
lems in a driving rain storm. Hunt pulled 
out a third-place finish, and he was 
Champion, ending a long, long drive 
really that started many months before 
that in Brazil January 25. 

Brazil saw Lauda looking as strong as 
he had looked as the previous season 
ended-that is, very strong indeed. That 
first event saw the Shadow DN5 of Jean
Pierre J ariel' setting fastest times in the 
early practice times, but alas. Jumper 
was unable to maintain his pace, and 
Hunt wound up on the pole, with Lauda 
beside him, Jarier behind Hunt, and Clay 
Regazzon i, in the other Ferrari, behind 
Lauda. Regga got the jump at the start and 
slid into the lead, a position he eventually 
relinquished to Lauda before a punctured 
tire put the Swiss out of the fray. Lauda 
increased his lead to six seconds, making 
the race of the day the battle for second 
spot, between Hunt and Jarier. That was 
short-lived, however, with injection trou
ble dropping the McLaren well back. 
Jarier saw his chance, and began pushing 
against the margin Lauda had built up, 
diminishing that lead to approximately 
two seconds, with several laps remaining 
in the 40-lap event. Then Hunt spun, and 
left oil on the track. Lauda got through 
safely, but Jarier went straight off, 
crunching his black racer. Lauda cruised 
home to take the win, with Patrick 
Depailler second, Tom Pryce third, Hans 
Stuck fourth, J ody Scheckter fifth, and 
Jochen Mass, sixth. 

Next race on the schedule was the South 
African GP, held at Kyalami March 7. A 
78-lapper, it too was won by Lauda. Hunt 
had the pole position, and if he had been 
able to outdrag the torquey Ferrari of 
Lauda to the first corner, he might have 
had a chance-but James, never a good 
starter, fed his McLaren a few too many 
revs as the green light flashed, and Niki, 

The big news in 1976 was twofold: James Hunt (11) won the championship and Ken Tyrrell introduced the six
wheeler, this one with Patrick Depailler up. Chris Mullen Photos 

Hunt's mate on the front row, jumped ino 
the lead, followed by Hunt teammate 
Jochen Mass, Vittorio Brambilla, Hunt 
and Patrick Depailler. Then Brambles 
made a heart-stopping pass into second, 
and after some maneuvering, Hunt got 
around him and set out after Lauda, but 
was unable to catch him. The order at the 
end was Lauda, Hunt in second, Mass 
third, J ody Scheckter fourth, John Watson 
fifth, ·-and Mario Andretti sixth. 

Next event on the calender was the non
championship race at Brands Hatch 
March 14, theDailyMailRaceOfChampi-. 
ons, which found Jody Scheckter on the 

where he stayed until things wound down, 
leaving Regga to win, Lauda to place, and 
Depailler to show. Finishing fourth was 
Jacques Lafitte, with Jochen Mass fifth 
and Emerson Fittipaldi sixth. 

Next up was another nonchampionship 
event, the Graham Hill International 
Trophy, a 40-lap show at Silverstone. 
James Hunt won that one, with·no compe
tition from Lauda or Ferrari-Lauda's 
car, the lone Ferrari entry, had been held 
up in an airline strike and did not make 
the grid. Following Hunt home was 
Brambilla, who was followed by Jody 
Scheckter third, Tom Pryce fourth, Jean-

One of formula One's quickest drivers, Ronnie Peterson (10) leads Hunt, Depailler, and Andretti in the 
Candian GP. Rapid Ronnie is a strong bet for the Championship in '77 now that he's gone to Tyrrell. 

pole from Niki Lauda, with Gunnar 
Nilsson third. Hunt was not to be put off 
however, and won from Alan Jones, who 
finished second in the Surtees TS19's best 
finish of the season, with J acki Ickx third, 
Brambilla fourth, Chris Amon fifth , and 
Tom Pryce sixth. 

Next up was ihe inaugur a l U.S. Grand 
Prix-West March 28 in Long Beach, 
California. It was ~ Ferrari race the whole 
way, with Clay Reggazoni driving off 
from the rest of the field from his pole 
position. Patrick Depailler, in the Tyrrell, 
started alongside him, with Hunt and 
Lauda alongside in the second row. Regga 
jumped into the lead immediately , fol 
lowed by Depailler,Hunt, and Lauda, but 
on the fourth lap Depailler tried a pass on 
Hunt, the two touched, and the English
man was forced to park his racer, its 
suspension bits badly out of place. The 
gnly really serious incident of the day 
involved poor Gunnar Nilsson, whose 
Lotus sat down at the right rear corner on 
the back straight on the first lap and spun 
violently into the concrete retaining wall 
at more than160mph. Gunnar, fortunate
ly, was unhurt. Just after the Hunt/De
pailleI' incident Lauda, who was not 
having a particularly good weekend, 
slipped into second place, and that's 

Pierre J ariel' fifth and Nilsson sixth. 
Then came Spain. held this year at the 

Jarama circuit after the debacle last year 
at the Montjurich Park circuit, where one 
of the Graham Hill cars, Rolf Soommelen 
up, crashed and killed a fireman and a 
photographer . There would be problems 
this year at Spain as well, but of a 
different nature. 

Hunt won that race, then lost it, then 
won it again-albeit several months later. 
It happned like this: Hunt was on the pole, 
with Lauda alongside him; Depailler was 
behind Hunt, with Mass beind the Ferrari. 
Hunt botched the start, and Lauda fin
agled his way into tile lead by the time 
they reached the first corner, with Hunt, 
Depailler and Mass all drafting along 
behind, NASCAR-style. Things were not 
to last however, because young Gunnar 
Nilsson had his Lotus running like a train 
and was moving steadily up through the 
pack. So was Carlos Reutemann in the 
Brabham, and Chris Amon in the brand 
new Ensign. As the on-track part of the 
race wound down that's the way they were 
lined up, with Hunt leading from Lauda, 
Nilsson, Reutemann, Amon, Pace, and 
Ickx. So James won, shook King Juan 
Carlos' hand-and then found out, some
what later, that the M23 was a few silly 

millimeters too w~de because the Good
year slicks it was shod with had some
what more sidewall bulge than last 
season's tires, putting it over the limit. 
Also in the soup was the Ligier/Matra 
team, because the Ligier's rear wing was 
three millimeters too far aft. "Like being 
gi ven the death penalty for a parking 
ticket," was how McLaren boss Teddy 
Mayer summed it up, and he immediately 
protested. All to his good. The CSI 
reinstated Hunt's win two months later, 
gi ving Hunt the necessary psychological 
impetus which, as the season wore on, 
would help him win the cham pionship. 

Next up was the showcase of the 
European Formula One circuit, the Grand 
Prix of Monaco, run through the streets of 
Monte Carlo . . The Monagasque authori
ties had put two more tight corners into 
the course, and that fact nearly Locked 
Niki Lauda into superiority there May 
3~-because the Ferrari, while exceeding
ly good everywhere, is superb out oftight 
corners because of its wide torque band. 
Lauda was fastest in qualifying, and won 
the race. Nevertheless, the event was not 
without interest, much of which was 
supplied by the two Tyrrell P34s of Jody 
Scheckter and Patrick Depailler. The cars 
had debuted at the Spanish race, where 
neither finished. Here it looked like it 
might be a different story, with the cars 
qualified fourth and fifth, and clearly at 
home on the tight, twisting circuit ... 

Seventy-eight laps later it looked as 
though the six-wheeled promise had been 
fulfilled, as the cars were second and third 
behind Lauda. Also looking particularly 
good was Ronnie Peterson, who qualified 
third fastest. The reason? He likes the 
track, he says, and his new March chassis 
(he had moved over to March from the 
Lotus team earlier) finally felt right. 
Unfortunaly, Rapid Ronnie crashed on 
the 26th lap and did not finish. Hunt's day 
didn't go all that well either. He spun off 
after eight laps, and was unable to rejoin 
until everybody else had gone on past. He 
retired after 24 laps with engine failure. 
At the end, then, it was Lauda, Scheckter, 

. Depailler, Stuck, Mass, and Fittipaldi. 
Now, at last, we were well into the 

European F1 season, and the races were 
coming one right after another, every 
two weeks. Sweden was next up and the 
track seemed made-to-order for the six
wheeled Project 34 Tyrrells, Scheckter 
winning in his, with Depailler second 
from Lauda, Lafitte, Hunt, and Regazzoni. 

Oh, the Tyrrells were strong in Sweden, 
all right, but it wasn't a shoo-in there, not 
by any means. Because while Scheckter 
managed to get his sextapod on the pole, 
right alongside it was the trim little 
number five Lotus 77 of Mario Andretti
and Mario was hungry. Behind them was 
Chris Amon in' the Ensign, and Patrick 
Depailler in the other Tyrrell. Anticipat
ing the stroke of the starter's flag by just a 
microsecond, Mario shot into the lead
but the officials viewed his quick reaction 
as an infraction, and announced that a 
minute would be added to Mario's race 
time, wherever he eventually finished. 
At any rate Mario led Scheckter, Depaill
er, Amon, Nilsson and Lauda into the first 
corner. That first lap John Watson had the 
thr ottle slides in the then-new Penske 
PC4 jam wide open. He went straight off 
into the catch fences at Karoussel CorneL 
On the third lap Gunnar Nilsson looped 
his Lotus neatly into the pit r9w right at 
boss Colin Chapman's feet. Mario, mean
while, was flying. He set fastest lap, and 
continued to pull out a bit of a margin
and then his engine lost his edge. "I knew 
right then I wasn't going to win the 
thing," Mario said, and he was right. He 
made it for 45 laps, not quite halfway. 
Scheckter was trying hard to catch the 
sour-running Lotus, but attention from 
that battle was drawn to a huge crash. On 
the 38th lap Amon applied the Ensign's 
brakes as he entered turn one and a 
suspension bit broke. He went straight 
off, plowed through two sets of catch 
fences, and slammed into the guard 
railing. Crissey was unhurt. On lap 42, 
meanwhile. Jody got around Mario and a 
few laps later the Lotus ' engine belched a 

Continued On Next Page 
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cloud of white smoke and died. Scheckter 
drove on to take the win. 

From the forests of Sweden the Grand 
Prix circus moved to the balmy weather 
of Le Beausset in southern France, where 
Circuit Paul Ricard would be the scene of 
the Grand Prix of France June 15. Things 
started off looking rosy for Ferrari. 
James Hunt had pole position, but Lauda 
easily outdragged him for the lead, and 
settled into a comfortable pace which 
allowed him to open time back to Hunt 
and the rest of the field. Regazzoni was 
right behind Hunt and pressing hard
and then there were no Ferraris, none at 
all. On the ninth lap, with a comman,ding 

and its engine finally expired. By lap 40 of 
the 76-lap event Lauda had two seconds 
on Hunt, and then suddenly his cushion 
was gone and Hunt was right with him. 
Five laps later James was around, having 
capitalized on what turned out to be gear 
selection trouble in the Ferrari. The pair 
stayed in that order until the end, with 
J ody Scheckter third, John Watson, Tom 
Pryce, and Alan Jones taking the other 
points positions. 

And on the the Nurburgring and the 
German GP Aug. 1, and its wet-dry, on
again, off-again conditions. The story 
here came in the early part of the race 
when Niki Lauda, after switching to dry 
tires from wets, left the track at a corner 
called the Bergwerk about halfway 
around the 'Ring's 14-plus mile length 
and nearly died in the aftermath. Nobody 
is sure what happened-maybe a wheel 
came off in the middle of the track, though 
the smart money tends to think Lauda 
simply made a mistake-but the accident 
nearly cost Lauda his life. Of much lesser 
importance was that probably it cost 
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except Chris Amon, who opted out
changed to slicks. Mass finally finished 
third behind Hunt and Scheckter. 

The Grand Prix world was shaken the 
following week with an announcement 

' from Enzo Ferrari saying that he was 
withdrawing from Forula One racing 
because of FIA appeals ruling that were 
not favorable to his team. That didn't last 
long, however, and after sitting out the 
Austrian GP, Ferrari had a car for Regga 
entered in the Dutch GP. 

Just a year after the death of Mark 
Donohue at the Osterreichring, tradition
al site of the Austrian GP, John Watson 
pushed the Penske PC4 home to a win 
there, the first-ever for the Pensk~ eq uipe 
in World Championship racing. Watson 
took the win after starting alongside 
poleman James Hunt, with Ronnie Peter
son and Gunnar Nilsson .in third and 
fourth starting spots, respectively. This 
race, like Germany's, started with water 
on the track, and both Hunt and Watson 
got good starts, tearing off side-by-side. 
Watson annexed the lead in the first 

Hunt, once known as "Hunt the Shunt" for his numerous crashes, had no trouble keeping it on the black part in 1976. Some doubt was attached to the "reality" of 
his championship by N iki lauda's crash and absence from several races, but it's all part of racing and when the points were counted, James was the Champion. 
lead, the mighty Ferrari engine snapped 
its crankshaft and Niki coasted to a stop. 
Five laps later Regga's engine did the 
same thing due to a defect that eventually 
was traced to a machining problem. Hunt 
was home free with a win in the French 
GP, followed by Patrick Depailler, Carlos 
Pace, Mario Andretti, Jody Scheckter and 
Hans Stuck. 

Then came the British GP, that incredi
ble first lap crash, a demonstrative 
crowd, and James Hunt's protested win. It 
started with Master James on the pole, 
and arch rival Niki Lauda right along
side. Mario Andretti and Clay Regazzoni 
were side by side in the second row, but as 
soon as the green came out Regga looked 
to make his position better, and that's 
when the trouble started. Lauda surged 
into the lead, and Regga shouldered in 
right behind him. At the apex to the first 
corner the two came closer than was wise 
and Regga's Ferr ari snapped sideways, 
right into the path of Hunt's McLaren, 
which it hit, and then the Ligier/Matra of 
Jacques Lafitte. Both cars were damaged 
and the corner worker signed the start
/ finish line and officials there held up the 
red flag for Niki, who had stormed on 
around ahead of Depailler and Andretti. 

The problem was that according' to the 
CSI rulebook, since James had not com
pleted a lap, he could not restart. But the 
crowd just was not having any ofthatand 
roared, hissed, booed and groaned its 
disapproval. Royal Auto Club (RAC) 
officials took their cue, and allowed 
James to start, since Hunt's crew had 
hurriedly rebuilt the car's damaged front 
sus pension, and also allowed Lafitte and 
Regga to take the restart in their spare 
racers. 

Race Two saw Lauda again leap into the 
lead from Hunt, Regga~ Amon, Scheckter 
and Peterson. Lauda was putting time on 
Hunt and Amon's car was running badly, 

McLaren driver Jochen Mass the race. It 
unfolded this way: the event was started 
as an official "wet race," but Jochen had 
gambled with starting on dry tires. There 
were showers, for sure, but there also 
were dry patches, and it could easily clear 
out enough for slicks. The gamble 
worked! Starting from the fifth row Mass, 
the only runner to gamble on slicks, was 
fourth into the first corner and third out of 
it. ' He lost a few places then back in the 
woods, but then, near the end of the first 
lap, he was second behind Ronnie Peter
son. He passed on the second lap and 
began gaining time in huge chunks, but 
things were happening far behind him. 
The rest of the field had done a lap on wet 
tires, and most of them then called at the 
pits for dry tires. Niki Lauda did that, and 

- then set off again. He got as far as 
Bergwerk, a flat-out piece of track that 
should have presented no problems. The 
Ferrari went off the track at very near top 
speed, penetrated a mass of catch fencing, 
hit a hill, exploded, then spun back across 
the track trailing broken pieces and 
burning fuel, and still carrying Lauda. 
Guy Edwards tapped the wreck, Brett 
Lunger smote it a good lick, and all 
stopped. Lunger and Arturo Merzario 
pulled the still conscious Lauda from the 
wreck. He had a broken right cheekbone, a 
broken collarbone and several broken 
ribs, and some serious burns. Even more 
serious, however, was damage to his 
lungs done by the fumes from the Ferra
ri's burning plastic interior and steering 
wheel cover. But Lauda, after a tense 
period of hospitalization, recovered. 

Nobody knew at that time that he would 
though, when the shards were cleared off 
and the race restarted. James Hunt won 
the restart from Scheckter, Mass, Pace, 
Nilsson and Rolf Stommelen, doing the 
event in a Brabham. Mass? He got 
equalized when the race was stopped 
after the crash and the rest of the field-

corner with Ronnie Peterson squeezing 
through into second ahead of Hunt and 
eventually passed Watson for the lead. 
Watson had no problems though, and 
eventually repassed SuperSwede to take 
the flag ahead of Jacques Lafitte, Nilsson, 
Hunt, Andretti, and Peterson, who fin 
ished well back, but in the points, because 
of a brake problem. 

The Dutch GP at Zandvoort, Holland 
Aug. 29 was the penultimate European Fl 
event, and it was won by James Hunt from 
Regazzoni, Andretti, Pryce, Scheckter 
and Brambilla. Ronnie Peterson had the 
pole with J ames Hunt right alongside and 
Tom Pryce in the new Shadow DN8 and 
John Watson in the second row. The start 
saw Peterson leap into the lead, with 
Watson taking an even bigger leap into 
second place ahead of Hunt. Before long, 
however; both Hunt and Watson got by; 
leaving Ronnie to fend off fourth-man 
Regazzoni. Watson's car wasn't up to it 
though, and its transmission went away, 
leaving Hunt home free and drawing ever 
nearer to Lauda's points total. 

If Peterson was disappointed by his 
finishing position at Zandvoort, he had no 
reason for those feelings at Monza Sept. 
12. He won there in his March, finishing 
ahead of Clay Regazzoni, Jacques Lafitte, 
Niki Lauda, Jody Scheckter and Patrick 
Depailler. It was Peterson's first win in 
two years, and his third at the Italian 
track. As much a part of the weekend as 
Peterson's win, however, were the starts 
of James Hunt, Jochen Mass and John 
Watson from the back of the grid. It seems 
the Italian' Auto Club's officials checked 
the fuels the teams were using and found 
both to be over the limit-McLaren's a 
little, Penske's a lot. Both teams, how
ever, were using standard racing fuel, but 
of different brands and nobody really was 
certain if an accurate, proper fuel test had 
really been done. At any rate Hunt was 
out because of a shunt 11 laps into the 
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race, while Jochen Mass had ignition 
problems three laps into the race and 
Watson finished in 11th position. So much 
for Italy. 

On the eve of the Canadian GP James 
Hunt got some bad news. Ferrari had 
appealed the British GP, and the FIA had 
upheld Ferrari's appeal, giving the win to 
Niki Lauda, not helping Hunt's points 
total even a little. To compensate, Hunt 
pulled out all the stops and won from the 
pole position in the Candaian GP Oct. 3. 

Starting alongside Hunt in Canada was 
Ronnie Peterson, who had announced in 
Italy that he would spend the 1977 season 
in the Tyrrell encampment. Behind them 
were Vittorio Brambilla and Patrick 
Depailler, with Mario Andretti amd Niki 
Lauda sharing the third row. Peterson got 
the jump on Hunt at the start, with 
Depailler shooting into third place ahead 
of Brambles. Then Mario Andretti got by 
as well, and one of the season's better 
races got under way. Nine laps later Hunt 
got around Peterson and took the lead, the 
March's tires having gone off just enough 
to slow Ronnie that critical bit. Next 
around was Depailler, who set out after 
Hunt-but then was caught in traffic, 
aand allowed Hunt to get away from him. 
Depailler again made up the los't time, 
only to be held up by traffic once again 
while Hunt sliced right through it. Pa
trick overcame, then was faced with the 
same problem once again, and never 
really was able to catch Hunt after that. 
The only drama was Carlos Pace wishing 
for a chance to punch Regazzoni's lights 
out-Regga had held him up badly, Pace 
was quite angry, Brabham boss Bernile 
filed a protest, but it was disallowed, Pace 
cooled down, and the results stood. 

Then the U.S. GP at Watkins Glen Oct. 
10, and Lauda was just three points 
ahead of Hunt in the championship 
standings. Hunt knew what he had to do, 
winning the race from Jody Scheckter, 
Lauda, Jochen Mass, Hans Stuck and 
John Watson. The start saw Scheckter 
forge into the lead ahead of Hunt, Bram
billa, Peterson and Lauda, Depaillerwas 
moving up though, and overtook Peter
son only to fall out with a broken fuel line. 
Peterson dropped away after that, his car 
suffering from a bent suspension piece. 

Back a ways was a four-car duel 
between Larry Perkins in a Brabham,the 
Surtees of Alan Jones, the Ensign of 
Jacques B. Ickx and the Fittipaldi of 
Emerson Fittipaldi. That was ended when 
Jacky made a driving error in the 15th lap 
and nailed a guard rail nearly head-on. 
Parts of the front and right-side of the car 
were ripped off, there was a fuel explo
sion and fire as the wreckage round to a 
halt in the middle of the track. Jacky 
suffered breakages in both ankles and his 
right foot, and a few minor burns. 

Lauda, meanwhile, had run strongly 
until about the halfway point but then he 
began to drop back until he no longer 
looked like a factor. It would be Hunt's 
race, if he could just overcome Scheckter. 
Bit by bit he caught him, and finally 
passed and took the _win. 

A win was something that was out of the 
question for Hunt in the final race of the 
season, the Japanese Grand Prix Oct. 24. 
Mario Andretti won that one, making 
good on the promise and form he had 
shown all year in the Lotus 77, about to be 
replaced by the Lotus 78 for next year. 
Patrick Depailler was second, Hunt was 
third, Alan Jones was fourth, Regazzoni 
was fifth and Nilsson was sixth. Hunt's 
third place finish was good enough to tie 
up the World Driving Championship by 
one point, particularly after Lauda 
dropped out in the very early portions of 
the race with visibility problems. But 
when it was over, James was angry. They 
had started on wet tires, and when dry 
conditions prevailed he came in for 
slicks. He though he should have been 
brought in earlier, however, and he 
thought those slower wet-tire laps had 
just cost him the championship. Things 
were put right, and there were smiles in 
both the Lotus and McLaren camps that 
afternoon under Mt. Fuji. 

What will next season be like? That will 
be anybody's guess, what with several 
new cars, numerous driver swaps, contin
uing politics in F1 life, and an ambitious 
development program undertaken by the 
Tyrrell organization. One thing seems for 
sure, though, whatever happens, it'll be 
World Championship-class racing. 
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Yarborough Finally Wins A 
NASCAR GN Championship 

Ahh, what really can be said about this 
past year's NASCAR season? S'ure, the 
racing was super, the finishes were 
exciting, even the Rookie Of The Year 
award kept us all guessing right down to 
the very end-all in all, it's been a heck of 
a year for NASCAR and its fans. 

The Champeen, of course, is that per
sonable blond politician from Timmons
ville, S.C., Cale Yarborough. This was 
Cale's first-ever NASCARchampionship 
and he ran very hard indeed for it. In the 
end only a fluke could have stolen it from 
him, for by the time the last race of the 
season rolled around, all he needed to do 
was take the starter's flag to gain enough 
point~ necessary to wrap things up. 

It could have been different, though, 
because Richard Petty, a six-time Win
ston Cup Grand National champion 
wanted to make it seven times. He was 
chasing hard, and while his luck wasn't 
all bad, it wasn't all good either, and that, 
a solid run of good luck, is among the 
requirements for making it in -the big 
leagues. Petty finished second in the 
points standings. 

Another possibility might have been 
Petty arch-rival David Pearson, that 
Superdriver with whom Petty staged the 
most exciting finish to a NASCAR race 
most of us can recall when the two of them 
crashed heavily into each other just afew 
hundred yards shy of the finish line in the 
Daytona 500 February 15. Both men 
hauled their shattered racers across the 

. finish line, but Pearson managed to crawl 
there first, taking the win from Petty. 
Pearson continued giving this kind of a 
performance all year; he ran strong, and 
he ran with his head. He just didn't run 
enough. In the end he wound up ninth in 
the points standings. He might have been 
a good deal higher, but for the fact that 
Pearson and the Wood Brothers, the team 
that fields Pearson's nearly invincible 
Mercury, decided not to run the entire 
NASCAR schedule, opting out of the 
short-track events. When he did run, 
though, Pearson's finishing record was 
excellent; so good, in fact, that the number 
of points he would have earned from just 
starting six of those short-track runs 
would have made him a serious contender 
for this year's NASCAR crown. 

But never mind; all those might-have
beens don't belong in the real world of 
ra'Jing. What counts here is what you did 
and how well you did it. By this yardstick, 
Yarborough would have been very hard to 
beat, indeed. He was serious about the 
points chase, and was determined not to 
let a single point slip from his grasp
hence the fantastic mid-race engine 
changes performed on his Holly Farms 
Chevrolet by the crew of owner Junior 
Johnson. Obviously you can't change an 
engine in the midst of a race and still hope 
to win the thing, but you can hope to 
finish and since every finish brought 
home a few more points, finishing was the 
strategy. It worked. Yarborough and 
Johnson had the necessary determina
t ion, they had the skill, and when it really 
counted, they had the luck. It resulted in a 
championship. 

Finishing behind Cale was Petty, Ben-

AMA Contest 
WESTERVILLE, Ohio-The American 

Motorcyclist Association has announced 
a major reorganization of its annual club 
contest, including the biggest lineup of 
prizes in the 52-year history of the Asso
ciation. 

The top AM A-chartered club for 1977 
will receive a new Chevrolet Stepside 
Sport pickup truck, while the runnerup 
club will collect a Chevy Luv pickup. 
Three-rail Dilly motorcycle trailers will 
be awarded to the third through tenth
place clubs. 

The AMA Club Contest is open to all 
legally-incorporated AM A-chartered 
clubs and is based on points accumulated 

ny Parsons, Bobby Allison, Lennie Pond, 
Dave Marcis, Buddy Baker, Darrell Wal
trip, Pearson, and Richard Brooks, in that 
order. 

The season itself, comprised of 30 races, 
got underway Jan. 18 and wrapped up 
Noy. 21. That season opener turned out to 
be a win for Pearson and the Wood 
Brothers. The Mercury started on the 
front row next to poleman Bobby Allison, 
giving the Penske Matador its last run -
before the team converted to a Mercury. 
At the start Allison surged into the lead, 
but when it was over, he had had 
prOblems-his Matador coughed an en
gine on the 20th lap of the 191-lap event. 
That got changed after a lengthy stop and 
Allison . finished 15th. By the time the 
checkered flag fell it was Pearson, Yar
borough, and young West Coast flash 
Jimmy Insolo third, serving notice that 
he's a man to watch. 

The Daytona 500: if you're a race fan, 
probably you watched the finish on 
television, and if you did, chances are 
you'll never forget it. No doubt Richard 
Petty and David Pearson will find it 
difficult to forget, as well. It had been a 
Petty-Pearson day, with first one leading 
the race, and then the other. Then came 
the last lap, with Petty in the lead and 
Pearson right alongside him. It's hard to 
say just what happened. In the words of 
correspondent Al Pearce, "maybe (Pet
ty's) car didn't hold the track for one 
fleeting instant, maybe he thought he 
could bluff Pearson int9 backing out of a 
spot, maybe he simply made an untimely 
error in jUdgement, or maybe he forget to 
plunge in his clutch and keep his rpms up 
when he and Pearson took on the short
chute walL" Whatever the r eason, Petty 
got loose and he and Pearson crashed 
heavily together and slid out of control to 
stop' within spitting distance of a starter 
eager to wave the checkered flag for one 
or the other. Petty sat there, 75 feet from 
the line, as P3arson got his racer restarted 
first and crawled across the line to take 
the win. Petty eventually restarted, but 
not in time; he finished second, ahead of 
Benny Parsons. 

The Carolina 500 at Rockingham ran 
Fe b. 29 and was won by Petty, with Darrell 
Waltrip second and Yarborough third. 
Next up was the Richmond 400 March 7, 
and the season was truly rolling now, 
with an event every week, or at the very 
least, every other week. Dark horse Dave 
Marcis won this one in Harry Hyde's 
K&K Dodge, with Pelty second and 
Yarborough third. Marcis won it all 
right, but he did so by a matter of just a 
few feet from Petty-and he said after
wards he hadn't realized the last lap was 
indeed the last lap. 

Next up was the Southeastern 4000 at 
Bristol, Tenn. , March 14, Cale Yarbor
ough's first win of the season. Darrell 
Waltrip and Benny Parsons followed him 
across the finish line, with Petty out after 
64 laps because of an impact with the 
wall. Next up was the Atlanta 500 in 
Hampton, Ga., March 21. Pearson won 
that one, with Parsons and Yarborough 
running second .and third. King Richard? 
He finsihed 28th, the victim of an expired 
engine, and he wasn't the only one with 

Reorganization 
during t.he un7 contest year. Clubs will 
receive 25 points for each new AMA 
membership sold during the contest, 10 
points for each successful AMA
sanctioned event (up to a maximum of 150 
points), 10 points for each instance of 
positive media coverage generated by the 
club and five points for each $100 contri
bution to the AMA's Ride Against Hemo
philia program. In addition, clubs become 
eligible for a 100-point "Do-It-Right" 
bonus by maintaining perfect referee 
reports for the full 1977 season. 

The 1977 AMA top club contest will run 
throughout calendar year 1977 with the 
deadline for receipt of point-paying mate
rials set for December 31. 

One of racing's nice guys, Cale Yarborough finally claimed a NASCAR Grand National championship-with 
Junior Johnson's help-in 1976 driving the Holly Farms Chevrolet. Fitting reward for 19 years of service. 

mechanical problems: Marcis, Baker and 
Allison also had problems, and even 
Yarborough was held back a bit by 
mechanical gremlins. 

All the regulars were right back up 
there at the front of the pack at the next 
e'vent on the schedule, the Gwyn Staley 

. 400 at N. Wilksboro, N. Carolina April 4. 
Yarborough won that one, with Petty and 
Allison finishing second and third after 
Marcis qualified the red Hyde Dodge on 
the pole. Marcis finished in eighth place, 
hampered by a slipping clutch. 

Next up was the Rebel 500 at Darlington 
April 11, which resulted in a win for 
David Pearson. He played his usual foxy 
game, hanging back in the early stages of 
this event, not content with the way 
Buddy Baker, Darrell Waltrip and Bobby 
Allison were pressing each other. All 
three crashed (into each other..,) and then 
Pearson waited some more while Yarbor
ough and Petty fell out. He then put his 
foot in it, unlapped himself, overhauled 
leader Buddy Baker 15 laps from the end 
to take the win. Baker, running with the · 
sheetmetal of his Norris Ford very much 
in disarray, was home second ahead of 
third-man Parsons. Petty fell out on the 
203rd lap with vibration problems and 
Yarborough was out on lap 171 with a 
busted engine. 

Darrell Waltrip made one of his rare 
visits to the winner's circle at the next 
event on the schedule, the Virginia 500 at 
Martinsville April 25. It was a good 
strong run for the youthful, vociferous 
charger, and he finished a full lap up on 
such heavy hitters as runner-up Yarbor
ough and third man Pearson. Petty? He 
finished fourth: 

Then came the Winston 500 at Tallade
ga's Alabama International Motor Speed
way, that strange high-speed track where 
so many weird accidents have occurred, 
the track which was baptized by racing 
surface problems and a drivers' s trike. No 
such problems here this year, and Dave 
Marcis qualified the K&K Dodge for pole 
position with Petty right beside him. 
Neither man figured strongly in the 
results however, with Buddy Baker tak
ing the win and Yarborough and Bobby 
Allison a respective second and third. 
Richard was fourth. 

Next up was another short-track event, 
and a win for short-track ace Yarbor
ough. That was the Music City 420, run in 
Nashville May 8, Cale looked strong from 
beginning to end, qualifying on the front 
row next to pole man Dave Marcis. He 
took the flag ahead of Petty and Benny 
Parsons. 

Parsons was able to put it together at 
the next race though, the Mason-Dixon 
500 at Dover, Delaware, May 16. Marcis 
again took the pole, this time with David 
Pearson right next to him, and again was 
unable to make it stick-he finished third. 
Pearson did a bit better, effectively hold
ing his position and finishing second, 
with Benny Parsons taking the checker
ed flag. 

The longest grind of the season? That'd 
have to be the World 600 held at Charlotte 
Motor Speedway May 30. A race-length of 
600 miles appeared to bother David 

Pearson not at all, and he won from pole 
position, with Petty and Yarborough 
second and third. The big news here was 
not Pearson's win though; it was the debut 
of Woman Driver Janet Guthrie-who, by 
all accounts, ran a clean race and finished 
15th. 

Next up was the long trip west for the 
Riverside 400, a shortened , metricated 
version of the traditional Riverside N AS
CAR road race. You want to know just 
how complete a driver Pearson is? Com
plete enough not only to be superb on an 
oval, but superb on a road course as well, 
that's how complete. Pearson qualified on 
the pole in the Wood Brothers Mercury, 
and stormed off to take the win, followed 
by Bobby Allison and Benny Par sons, 
with Cale coming home seventh. 

No doubt figuring that if one is go'oel 
another one must be better, Pearson won 
again in Michigan International Speed
way's CAM2 400 June 20, with Cale 
Yarborough and Bobby Allison second 
and third. Pearson's incredible speed 
made Junior J ohnson ponder~ "every time 
they make a rule change he gets faster. 
How can one car continue to do that?" 

A.J. Foyt, the Texas Terror, pu t in one of 
his infrequent NASCAR appearances at 
the Firecracker 400 July 4 at Daytona 
Beach, and marked his presence by 
taking the pole position. Yarborough was 
not to be denied here, though, and Foyt 
finished fourth, behind winner Cale, 
Pearson, and Allison. Next up was the 
Nashville 420 July 17, and Benny Parsons 
took the win, with King Richard second 
and Darrell Waltrip third. Yarborough, 
who qualified third fastest behind Allison 
and Petty, had problems with plug foul
ing and never was able to make himself a 
factor. 

The Purolator 500 at Pocono Interna
tional Raceway Aug. 1 saw a familiar 
figure sauntering into the pressroom 
after taking the checkered flag-one other 
than Richard Petty, who won from Buddy 
Baker and Benny Parsons after qualify
ing fifth fastest. Cale had qualified on the 
pole and got off to. a fine start-but then 
his engine blew. His crew changed it in an 
astounding 32 minutes, and Cale came 
back out to finish 25th. 

Then it was back to Talladega, Alabama 
again for the Talladega 500 Aug. 8. Dave 
Marcis again copped the pole, but the real 
surprise was second fastest man-Coo 
Coo Marlin. Marlin lasted a mere 56 laps 
before his engine gave up, but Marcis 
lasted the whole distance, winning the 
race from Buddy Baker and Dick Brooks. 
The rest of the heavies? Petty, Foyt, 
Allison, Yarborough, Pearson, Waltrip, 
Parsons-all were DNFs. 

Back to Michigan for the Champion 
Spark Plug 400 August 22-Pearson 
served notice by taking the pole and then 
taking the win, with Yarborough second 
and Petty third. The Volunteer 400 at 
Bristol, Tenn. Aug. 29 saw a return to the 
usual pecking order, with Waltrip taking 
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SCCA's Revitalized TransAm 
Becomes/, Porsc~e Playground 

Among the fronts on which SCCA found 
itself involved in controversy this year 
was the TransAm. All but allowed to die 
when the factories pulled out, the Trans
Am suddenly gained new force when 
IMSA banned the turbocharged Porsche. 

SCCA realized that there were a lot of 
turboPorsches lying about with nowhere 
to race, and let it be known tha.t it would 
take them in. J-o Hoppen, Porsche's racing 
guy, thought that was just fine and 
suddenly the TransAm was viable again. 
- The first TransAm in 1976 was at Long 
Pond (Pocono), Pennsylvania. Al Holbert, 
George Follmer, and Hurley Haywood : 
shoy.red up with what amounted to out-of
the-box turbos; Holbert-, in fact, had got 
his just the week before the race, and h~d 
done little save paint it the familiar blue
g-Old-and-red Holbert colors. The three 
qualified in order, George, Hurley, and 
AI, and finished Hurley, AI, and George 
with nobody else really in the race. 

There were other turbos there, custom
er models with stick-on lettering that 
wasn't even dry since the cars had only 

_ been delivered a few days before, -and 
they, too, had Some Fun at Pocono, with 
Paul Miller taking sixth in his new one. It 
was a portent of inings to come. 

Porsche struck again at Nelson Ledges 
two weeks later, this time with Follmer 
doi~g the honors. He qualified second 
behind Bob Hagestad's normally aspirat
ed Porsche, surged ahead at the start 
accompanied by Haywood until Hurley 
blew up, and stayed there 'til the end. 
Haywood was second and Hagestad third, 
all three in Porsches. 

From there it was the long tow across 
the country to Portland, Oregon, and the 
first non-turbo victory ... but it was still a 
Porsche on top as Monte Shelton, a local 
boy who has seen Portland before, won 
ahead of Joe Chamberlain, another local 
in a Camaro. 

Follmer -had put the turbo on the pole 
again with Hurley just behind, but both 
dropped back with turbocharger ills and 

let Monte creep through. Shelton lapped 
everybody and finished a fur piece ahe~ 
of Chamber lain; George Dyer was third. 

Next up was Watkins Glen, where the 
TransAm was run in conjunction with the 
World Championship for Makes. The 
Makes race fell to the incredible Porsche 
935s (Jackie Ickx said they were faster in 
a. straight line than a Formula. 1 carl) and 
the TransAm went to Peter Gregg and 
Hurley Haywood in a BMW CSL. The win 
gave Hurley a commanding lead in the _ 
series point standings. Sixth overall 
(Gregg had been fourth) and second in the 
TransAm was the Graves/Helmick 0'
Steen Carrera. 

Carl Shafer finally got on the winning 
road in the next round at Elkhart Lake 
with a victory in his amazing Camaro. 

Shafer qualified more than three sec
onds ahead of Holbert, who in turn was a 
tick-0.18-up on Follmer. At the start 
Follmer leaped ahead and held it for three 
laps until Carl squeezed by and began to 
build a lead that eventually grew to 18 -
seconds. Carl had no trouble maintaining 
a sizeable gap, and only when he backed 
off near the last was Follmer able to get 
within-4.2 seconds, which was ihemargin 
at the flag. The course proved suited to 
Camaros as Greg Pickett took _ third in 
another one; Al Holbert and Ludwig 
Heimrath, in Porsches, filled the next two 
spots. 

Brainerd saw more of the same. Shafer 
won there, too, taking the pole by more 
than a second and blasting through the 99 
miles to edge Follmer by 100 yards at the 
end. His lead had been as big as 16 seconds 
before he slacked off near the end. John 
Graves (Porsche), Haywood (ditto), Ron 
Weaver (Corvette), and Joe Chamberlain 
rounded out the top finishers, and the 
ecstatic Shafer claimed the day w~s his 
"biggest day in racing." Could the turbos 
be unable to hold their edge? 

Yes, it appeared, but not in the way you 
might think. The next race was at Mo
sport, and there Heimrath took his nor-

Yarborough-Finally Finishes 
First After 19 Years 
Continued From Preceding Page 
the pole and Cale taking the win, with 
Petty and Waltrip finishing second and 
third. 

Than came the biggie-the Southern 
500, The Race, and one of the few that 
David Pearson had not won. He put a stop 
to that Sept. 6 by taking the flag ahead of 
Petty and Waltrip but Pearson the Fox 
was strangely unexcited about the win. 
"A win is a win, " he said, "that's what I'm 
here for." A hard-nosed, practical man, 
that Pearson. 

The Capital City 400 at Richmond Va. 
. Sept. 12 saw Benny Parsons and his quick 

Chevrolet on the pole, but short-track ace 
Cale Yarborough aga'in was ngt to be 
denied-he won from Bobby Allison and 
Richard Petty, who finished in second and 
·third. What of Parsons? His engine blew 
after 103 laps and he backed, hard, into the 
guardrail. Exit Parsons. 

The Deleware 500 at Dover Downs Sept. 
19 was next, and Cale took both ·the pole 
and the win, with Petty and Pearson 
following him under the flag. Cale quali
fied fourth for _ the next race on the 
schedule, the Old Dominion 500 at Mar
tinsville, Va., Sept. 26, but he turned that 
into a win with Waltrip and Baker second 
and third: But too much of a good thing is 
not enough, at least not in the world of 

. raCing. So Cale went and won the Wilkes 
400 at N. Wilkesboro, N. Carolina Oct. 3 
after qualifying fourth behind Waltrip, 
Baker. and Parsons. Parsons finished 
second, with Richard Petty third. 

If you liked surprises, the National 500 
at Charlotte Motor Speedway Oct. 10 near 

Charlotte, N.C. would .have been for you. 
David Pearson blistered around the track 
to take pole position by a comfortable 
margin, Buddy Baker was next and then 
came Richard Petty, but by the end of the 
race, all that had changed-none other 
than Donnie Allison had herded his Hoss 
Ellington Monte Carlo to the win, with 
Yarborough and brother Bobby Allison 
second and third. 

'rhe American 500 at Rockingham, N. 
Carolina Oct. 24 found David P~arson on 
the pole. with Dave Marcis alongside, but 
by the end of things it was King Richard 
in the winner's circle, just the third time 
in the season that had happened. Follow
ing Petty across the line were Lennie 
Pond alld Darrell Waltrip. -

The penultimate race of the NASCAR 
. season was the Dixie 500 in Atlanta Nov. 
7. Dave Marcis whistled Dixie and won 
the thing with Pearson and Donnie Allis
on running second and third. Marcis had 
been second fastest in qualifying behind 
Buddy Baker, and Pearson had been third. 
Baker eventually finished fifth. 

Race 30, the end of a long season, came 
at Ontario Motor Speedway Nov. 21. 
David Pearson took the pole and the win; 
with Lennie Pond and Bennie Parsons 

. second and third-but as mentioned earli
er, Cale had only to start to take the 
championship. Start he did, from third 
fastest qualifying position behind Pear
son and Dave Marcis, only to finish 23rd 
with terminal transmission problems. 
But it was okay-the championship was 
wrapped up, and Cale was happy-happy 
until Riverside this Ja:t:lUary, when it all 
starts over again. 
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George Follmer, thought by some to been denied greatness because of his quick.temper, brought.it under 
control and applied his energies-and considerable talents-to the task of securing a TransAm title. 

aspiratec:. Por.::;che Carrera to a 2,*-second title) ending when his hasty repair job 
win over the turbo of AI Holbert. following a practice crash turned out to be 

Once again Shafer had put the Camaro not quite as good as requU-ed. 
on the pole and took an early lead, but this Holbert also challenged for awhile and 
time, just as it was beginning to look as was fended off, a move some said was 
though his third s~raight victory was a unwise since a crash couldhave cost him 
fait accompli, he was moved gradually the championship. 
-back through the pack. being passed by " I might possibly l\ave let him by if he'd 
Holbert and Follmer (whose own turbo pushed hard," he said, "I was just running 
was running with a sick injector) on the at a comfortable pace." Take that, AI. 
way to an eventual fourth place. It turned Holbert hung on to second place with 
out the Camaro's fuel system had gone off John Bauer's Porsche a lap down in third 
just e.nough to sap its precious bodily and Weaver fourth; the next real big name 
fluids but not enough to put him out of the was Haywood back in 10th, out of the 
race. Heimrath moved himself into sec- championship. 
ond ahead of the ailing cars of Shafer and 
Follmer, and then Holbert cut a tire on 
some rocks thrown onto the course by a 
spinning car and that was the end of that. 
Ludwig took the win, then AI, Follmer, 
and finally Shafer. 

Follmer came back strong and cinched 
the championship with a win in the final 
event of the year at Trois Rivieres, 
Quebec. He left from the·pole (Haywood, a 
fired-up Heimrath, and Holbel·t held the 
next three positions) and stayed rig~t 
there, a brief challenge from Haywood 
(the only other driver with a shot at the 
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So George got another trophy for his 
case with the TransAm championship. 
Hurley Haywood -was second and Jocko 
Maggiacomo was third, the point spread 
ranging from Follmer's 110 through 
Hurley's 101 to Jocko's 90. The top two 
drivers ran almost exclusively in 
Porsches (Haywood had that one race in 
the BMW) while Maggiacomo drove a 
Javelin: and while the series and most of 
the races did go to Porsche, it wasn't the 
runaway som~ had predicted when SCCA 
agreed to accept the Porsche factory 
entries . . 

The next best thing to having a caretaker at your home while you are away is to have several TOUCH 
COMMAND TIMERS. These timers turn on or off the same lights, rac!jos, etc. you would uSe if you 
were home. Since they don't have to say on all the time the TOUCH COMMAND TIMERS can save on 
power. So the best protection when you are away is to have th.s fantastic automatic electrical 
Caretaker System working for you. 

. . 
/",----- - -- - --------~~~""" 

,1
/ ~IiXUOMHI8U~~UHUMC.h's P.O. Box H \ Reno, Nevada 8950& \ 

Nevada Residents Add 3'12% Sales Tax 

I Please send me post paid --- AUTOMATIC TIMERS I 
I
I One Timer Two Timers 3 or More Total Amount I 
I 

$12.95 this order in this order Enclosed $ ___ 1 
$11.95 each $9.95 each 

'NAME I 
I I 
: ADDRESS I 

I 
\ CITY STATE / 

\ / 
" ZIP CODE PHONE / 

" 0 CH ECK or 0 Money Order Enclosed . ..".." """----- -------- -- ------ ---
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